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Next step guided reading jan richardson

TM ® &amp; © 2020 Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved. Welcome to the online resource bank for The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading Welcome to the online resource bank for Jan Richardson's The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading. Type the last word in the first paragraph of
Chapter 7. The password is incorrect Password: In this resource-rich book, you will find:- All the planning and instructional tools you need to learn guided reading properly, from pre-A to fluent, organized around Richardson's proven Assess-Decide-Guide framework. - Prompts, discussion
starters, education points, glossaries, intervention suggestions, and more to support all students, including dual language learners and struggling readers. - 29 concept modules that cover essential strategies: monitoring, retelling, distracting, summarizing and many others. - Plus an online
resource bank with dozens of downloadable review and registration forms, Richardson's all-new, phase-specific lesson plan templates.- Over 50 videos with Jan modeling key parts of guided reading lessons for each stage. ISBN-13: 978133816113 Publisher: Scholastic, Incl. Publication
date: 08/04/2016 Pages: 336 Sales grade: 93,764 Product dimensions: 8.30 (w) x 10.70(h) x 0.90(d) Age category: 5 - 13 years Next step Forward in guided reading is a must for every teacher's professional library. Jan not only unpacks the complexity of the reading process, but also
provides a practical guide for teachers to follow as they perform guided reading. —C.C. Bates, Ph.D., Literacy, Language, and Culture, Clemson UniversityReading Next Step Forward in Guided Reading is like talking to Jan. You get clear, practical and useful suggestions to help children
follow a trajectory of growth to increasingly challenging texts. - Holly Slaughter, Reading and Language Arts Specialist, Pinellas County Schools, FL Our school literacy program has been successful through the work of Jan Richardson. This book captures her expertise beautifully, not only
through words, but also through videos of her demonstrating the actual strategies. What a gift for reading teachers of all basic grades! —Jill Levine, Chief Academic Officer, Hamilton County, Chattanooga, TN From the Publisher Guided Reading offers students intentional reading instruction
with texts that are just a little too harsh. As teachers, we all coach and prance our readers as we push them forward in their reading routines. Since assisted reading often means planning for 3-6 groups per week (many groups read 2+ texts per week), I know that planning and preparation
can be overwhelming. I get *a lot* of questions about how I plan for guided reading to make the process as streamlined and efficient as possible. Honestly, I don't use or make my own Guided Reading products. Using texts from A-Z and $1 books from Scholastic I follow Jan Richardson's
Guided Reading plan and LOVE it. It is based on Fountas &amp; Pinnell's reading research and all the guesswork from my groups. With Jan's plan, I'm able to follow a familiar routine without spending a million hours of planning a week to create. Using Jan's book The Next Step Forward in
Guided Reading to improve my instruction, sight word lists, weekly guided reading skills, etc. It's definitely an investment, but it's so much better than trying to collect resources every week! As I've shared about this book on Facebook and Instagram, I field a lot of questions. So, I wanted to
bundle them all together in one place as you decide if this resource is something that could work for you and your class! In the post, you'll find Amazon Affiliate links, which means that Amazon throws a few pennies my way if you buy something through that link, at no extra cost to you, which
helps to turn my corner of cyber-space and helps fund giveaways! How is the book organized? Any tips for navigating or is it pretty easy? No matter what grade you teach and the level of texts your readers use, I would encourage all teachers to read the introduction and chapter 1. The
introduction (p. 7-12) deals with the layout of the book, as well as, the Review/Decision/Guide framework for guided reading. Chapter 1 (p. 13 – 25) is about what guided reading is, what the first 6 weeks look like and offers a Q&amp;A Read Aloud. I also encourage all readers to check out
the online resources (even briefly) to see what's available. From there I would briefly shave (or read) the sections of the book that match the readers in your class. The text is organized by the level of the reader: Pre-A, Emergent (A-C), Early (D-I), Transitional (J-P), and Fluent (N+). Then
you draw prompts, strategies, and ideas while you need them during planning throughout the year. I also suggest checking the concept modules (p. 255-286) in the back of the text. They are single-page mini-lessons for the 12 main understanding skills, and are phenomenal. They contain a
short summary, whole group lesson idea, guided writing idea, scaffolding tips. These modules are perfect for your entire group reading mini-lessons which can then be easily transferred to your small group instruction. For which grade levels is the book ideal? The book covers all the different
readers from Pre-A to Fluent. If you teach in a kindergarten, 1st or 2nd grade using a guided reading structure, this book is for you. As a 3rd grade teacher, you still have students who would benefit from explicit reading instruction through an guided-read model and believe that this book
would still be a good fit. With that said, I would definitely download the free sample from Amazon just to make sure it will work for you! How do you use the book? While the whole book is filled with great tidbits and resources these 4 sections are the ones that get a workout from Lesplan
Templates (p. 307 – 315) After years of use I now have internalized guided reading structure. Jan's templates Easy to write, perfect for assembling all 5 components of literacy in a lesson, and become second nature. These templates are located in the back of the text or can be printed from
the online resource bank. Picking Skills &amp; Strategies (p. 289 – 299 &amp; embedded in each section): From skills focus, what sounds are developmentally appropriate for different levels, what guided writing might look like – the skills charts embedded in each section of the text, as, as,
at the end are perfect for guiding my decisions as a teacher. While listening to my readers is still my priority and responding accordingly, these tables I can really focus and track where we need to be. For me, they help take some of the guesswork out of guided reading. Understandingy
Modules (p. 255-286) These 29 modules, covering the top 12 comprehension skills, are gold. Each module contains an overview of what the whole class mini-lesson should look like/sound, how to transfer practice to guided reading, student work samples (often not always), as well as, ideas
for scaffolding the skill. If you're struggling to teach students explicitly comprehension skills in a tangible way, this section is for you! Online videos: Are you a visual student? Jan has a bank of videos for each stage of Guided Reading. From Pre-A to the concept modules see every part of the
guided reading lesson. The best part? The videos are all less than 5-6 minutes (most in the 2-3 min range). Each individual part of the guided reading lesson is divided into a small part. That way you target a specific portion of your small group time. I routinely use these videos for PLCs,
training teachers, a refresh with a group I struggle with and/or ideas to hone my practice. I am a ___ year teacher. Do you think this book will help me? If you use a guided reading structure in your class, yes! Even after 4+ years of doing guided reading, I still regularly refer to the text for
asking ideas, question stems, and understanding modules. What is the difference between The Next Step in Guided Reading and The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading? Would I need to buy both books or just one? The next step in guided reading (red) is the first version of the text. It's
not in print anymore. Although the basic components of both texts are the same, The Next Step Forward in Guided Reading (yellow) is a more streamlined (even more specific) version. It includes more specific questions and stems for each guided reading levels, including detailed
comprehension modules, and also includes online resources and videos. Can you use it with a published reading programme, such as Journeys or Reading Street? Meh. If you run guided reading groups as part of your basic reading program absolutely! If you use all the whole group
instruction and/or follow the script program for the goaders, this source is not useful to you. Is the teacher's Companion anything to buy with? Real talk - I have not seen or bought the teacher's companion. So, if you want it, I say take a look at the Amazon preview to see if it's a good fit for
you and your instruction. But, know that you do not have to have the companion to read guided or this book work for you! Does this book readers or you just apply it to the readers you use? Do reviews come with the book? This text is the frame and fill for your guided reading block. It's about
the theory behind guided reading, as well as the practical thing that happens during a guided reading block. It contains no texts or reviews. You are able to draw any tiveled text or rating system (DRA, Fountas &amp; Pinnell, Reading AZ) that your school needs. What does guided reading
look like in your class? Big question! It looks like a kidney table with whiteboards, 4-6 students, leveled texts from Reading AZ or Scholastic Book Club, my Jan book, and a teacher. You can read the details about my guided reading routine in this blog post. So friends, there you go! Are you
using the Jan. If so, what do you like about it? How do you make it work for your class? Any tips or suggestions you would add to this list? I would love to hear about them! Them!
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